Poster Description: The Department of Defense 2020, Martin Luther King Jr., Day poster depicts a white poster. The poster resembles the color and style of the Uncle Sam, I Want You recruitment posters used during World War II.

The poster is bordered by a red, white and blue outline. Within the border and across the top of the poster in dark blue capitalized font is the observance title, MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. DAY.

Immediately below on a yellow background, is a colored silhouette of Dr. King standing at a microphone and pointing to the viewer’s right. He is open-mouthed as if in mid-speech, loudly proclaiming the word Service, which is on the right side of the poster in blue script and underlined in blue. Dr. King is wearing a dark blue suit, white shirt, and a red tie.

Beneath Dr. King’s picture and in large capitalized dark blue font with red outline are the words, I WANT YOU. Immediately beneath in smaller, capitalized red font is the observance theme: REMEMBER! CELEBRATE! ACT!

In the bottom right corner of the poster is the Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI) seal and the Department of Defense seal.